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Abstract  

This paper analyses selected key Gada principles on peace and conflicts, then demonstrates how 

orature or oral literature: folksongs and proverbs are utilised to educate citizens about the vital 

importance of maintaining peace and resolving/transforming conflicts. This study adopted 

Danesh’s (2006) Integrative Theory of Peace (ITP) in designing and implementing the project. The 

theoretical orientation, ITP, is built on the notion that peace is a psychological, social, political, 

ethical and spiritual state with its expressions in intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup, 

international, and global areas of human life (ibid: 1). The primary data for this study was amassed 

through qualitative one-to-one and focus group interviews with 28 elders (15 males, 13 females) 

who were chosen on the basis of purposeful sampling strategies in Guji and West Guji Zones in 

2019. The data was analysed by employing the narrative method. The study results indicate that 

the Guji have a well-developed Indigenous Knowledge System on peacebuilding, conflicts 

transformation and administration of justice. This paper focuses on demonstrating how Gada 

principles are embedded in folksongs and proverbs to maintain peace and transform conflicts. 

Suggestions for researchers, policymakers, politicians, educators and religious leaders have been 

forwarded.     

Key words: peace, peacebuilding, justice, conflict, conflict resolution/transformation, proverbs, principles, 

folksongs  
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Introduction  

  

Regardless of the African Union’s recent call for guns to be silenced in the continent, conflicts are 

still mounting in many countries including Ethiopia. Peace as a notion is the prevailing of collective 

good relations and accord among people and their natural and spiritual environments. Peace is 

broken in Ethiopia and elsewhere in Africa. Peace entails the non-existence of antagonism and 

violent behaviours. Peace is one of the essential conditions for decent human existence. Without 

effective peacebuilding endeavours, establishing an environment that is conducive for self-

sustaining and lasting peace is problematic; that is why the Oromo people put peace at the centre 

of their individual and collective concerns.   

The Oromo heavily invest resources, time and energy into building/maintaining and promoting 

peace. When conflicts occur, they prioritise the measures of reconciling adversaries, minimising 

conflicts or preventing them from escalating or reoccurring. They tackle fundamental structural 

and social matters that can lead to conflicts. Debelo and Jirata (2018:12) succinctly reported Guji’s 

full awareness of the costs of peacebuilding and conflict resolution/transformation when they were 

told, for Guji men and women, “Peace is not a free gift”.   

Although a slogan “African Solutions for African Problems” (AfSol) is devised recently, indigenous 

conflict management, peace-making, transitional justice, and reconciliation have existed for 

centuries through African indigenous mechanisms (Mamo 2017). Conflict resolution in traditional 

African societies is effective in enabling interactions of relevant parties to advance consensus-

building, social bridge reconstructions and restoration of harmony. “…[T]raditional conflict 

resolution techniques such as mediation, adjudication, reconciliation, and negotiation as well as 

cross examination which were employed by Africans in the past, offer great prospects for peaceful 

co-existence and harmonious relationships in post-conflict periods than the modern method of 

litigation settlements in law courts” (Ajayi and Buhari 2014:2). Post-colonial government tend to 

ignore these African traditions. African wisdom needs to be recognised and applied to promote 

culture of peace in Africa (Aliye 2019).   

This paper analyses selected vital Gada principles on peace and conflicts and demonstrates how 

orature or oral literature is employed to foster these tenets. Orature includes folktales, songs, 

myths, spells, legends, proverbs, riddles, life histories or historical narratives are utilised to educate 

citizens about the crucial importance of maintaining peace and resolving/transforming conflicts. 

The paper focuses on illustrating how songs and proverbs are used to promote the principles of 

peacebuilding and conflict resolution/transformation by the Guji Oromo.        
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This study adopted Danesh’s (2006) Integrative Theory of Peace (ITP) in designing and 

implementing the project. This theoretical orientation, ITP, is built on the notion that peace is a 

psychological, social, political, ethical and spiritual state with its expressions in intrapersonal, 

interpersonal, intergroup, international, and global areas of human life (ibid: 1).   

The primary data for this study was collected through qualitative one-to-one interviews and small 

group interviews with 28 elders (15 males, 13 females) who were selected on the basis of purposeful 

sampling strategies in Guji and West Guji Zones in 2019. The data was analysed by employing the 

narrative method.  The study results indicate that the Guji have a well-developed Indigenous 

Knowledge System on peace, conflicts and justice. It focuses on demonstrating how Gada values 

are embedded in folksongs and proverbs to maintain peace and transform conflicts. Five of the 

six principles presented in this paper indicate Guji’s dedication to peacebuilding and peaceful 

conflict resolution/transformation approaches. The last principle emphasises the importance of 

taking appropriate and proportionate forceful actions in self-defence when peaceful methods fail. 

Examples of Guji orature during significant conflicts such as the Torraa war are presented to 

elaborate the Guji’s dedication to peace, equality and justice. Suggestions for policymakers, 

politicians, educators, religious leaders and researchers have been forwarded, as to how the Guji 

principles of peacebuilding, peaceful conflict resolution/transformation can be studied, 

documented, disseminated and implemented.  

    

Background and research methodology   

  

The Guji are part of the Oromo people and inhabit in southern Oromia, Southern Nations, 

Nationalities, and Peoples' Region and Sidama Region. Together with their close neighbours, the 

Borana Oromo, the Guji have preserved the Gada system. Peacebuilding and peaceful conflict 

resolution or transformation are key values of this system. Given the current widespread violent 

conflicts in several places in Oromia, particularly the Guji, Borana and Wallaga, this study was 

conducted to see if there are some indigenous solutions that can be utilised to address these safety 

and security challenges.   

  

Based on the ITP framework this study explores the respondents’ concepts and concerns about 

peace and conflict resolution/transformation and their understanding of various orature, especially 

folksongs and proverbs. The respondents were presented with semi-structured questions to 

examine how they perceived the concepts of peace and conflict. They were encouraged to present 

folksongs and proverbs to substantiate their views.  The respondents talked about their or other 

people’s life stories related to the concepts investigated by the study. The active interactions 
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between focus group members and the one-to-one conversations helped to generate relevant 

findings to answer the research questions: (1) Do the Guji have indigenous knowledge that can be 

implemented to build peace and resolve/transform conflicts?” (2) “To what extent the  

Guji Orature has been used to advance peacebuilding and conflict resolution?”       

  

The Oromo people in general, and the Guji in particular, are devoted to peaceful coexistence. The 

Oromo perceive that peace with oneself, families, other individuals, communities, societies and 

countries are essential factors in a personal as well as communal life, as they believe peace is critical 

for an individual, family, society, country, region and the world development (Aliye 2019).  In a 

focus group discussion, Boneyyaa (m), Dhaddacha (m) and Bariitee (f) explained that there was a 

wrong depiction of the Oromo by their rivals that they were aggressors and a war loving type of 

nation. This was a widespread view among respondents. Bariitee (f) added, “The reality is that we 

[the Oromo/the Guji] are dedicated to peace and make sacrifices to build and maintain peace. We 

pray for peace not to be disturbed all the time: when we go to bed, get up, eat and drink, when we 

travel every time. We pray, “nageyaan nu olchi, nageyaan nu bulch, ardaa keenna, biyya teenna, 

addunyaa keennaa nageya godh” - for us, our community, society and the whole world to enjoy 

peace. Similarly, Adule (f) added, “When there is no peace, everything: people, animals and the 

environment get harmed. That is why our people are very serious about refraining themselves from 

doing any that can cause conflicts”. Dukkallee (m) claimed that in overwhelming cases the Guji 

get involved in conflicts only in self-defence. Aggression and indulgence are sin. They lead to God’s 

anger, curse and punishment. The Oromo fear and respect God and His creatures to enjoy 

tranquillity and peaceful co-existence.        

  

When conflicts arise, the Guji prioritise peaceful methods of conflict resolution such as marii, 

consultation/negotiations, jaarsummaa, mediation, mucucoo, apologies/forgiveness and araaraa 

reconciliation”. The ultimate valuable goal of these processes is dhugaa addee dhagguu, i.e., finding 

out the truth. Discovering the truth is more important to the Guji than any compassion/wealth. 

“Dhugaan karraa moona’aa caalt” - Truth or justice worth more than any wealth. The basis for 

administering justice is truth. “No truth, no peace”, said Adula (m). Once truth established the 

Guji can forgive or forget any wrongdoing against them. Dubbii qota hin baasanu, it is not necessary 

to complain about every minute parts of a conflict situations (proverb). Dubbi’iifi karaa adoo 

dhagganuu irraa deebi’an – You stop a journey and a conflict without exhausting them (proverb).   

  

The Guji’s commitment to peace and peaceful conflict resolution and transformation is embedded 

into their cultural fabrics as demonstrated in the Guji orature – greetings, blessings, naming, 
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proverbs, folktales, songs etc. The tradition of orature facilitates the creation, 

memorization/preservation and transmission of wisdom orally from generation to generation. 

Orature reflects lived experiences, created stories, cultural and historical events to entertain or 

educate the audience. Although orality has been dominated by Literacy, there is an increasing 

recognition of its validity and importance. Thus, the codification of orature has been increasing to 

preserve this field of civilisation.  

  

The Guji concept of peace, conflict, conflict resolution/transformation  

  

The Guji see nageya, peace as individual and collective tranquillity in all spheres of life, health, social, 

economic, political, cultural, environmental and religious/spiritual domains. Peace is manifested in 

the form of feeling safe, friendship, harmony, happiness, confidence, justice, freedom, social 

inclusion and contentment. The opposite of peace includes hostility, fear, conflicts, social 

exclusion, discrimination, subjugation/oppression, injustice and insecurity.   

  

The existence or absence of peace could be perceived at terrestrial (i.e., individual, community, 

societal, national and global) and extra-terrestrial, i.e., universe levels among individuals or groups, 

humans and non-human forces; among/between humans and non-humans and Waaqaa, the 

creator or God. Baaso (m) clarified that the conflicts between humans and humans or other 

creatures are easily observable as they result from direct actions. The conflicts with God are more 

indirect and spiritual. He said that God warming signs may occur on how constellations, wind or 

other phenomena behave. He added, “God said to his people to watch out for his warning signs 

on the moon, the Sun, other stars etc”.  However, Teessoo (f) argued in a focus group discussion 

that some of conflicts with God can cause direct punishments such as drought, floods, 

thunderbolts, earthquakes, famine, diseases/plague and infertility of humans, animals, plants and 

land.          

  

Godaanaa (m) elucidated complex relationships among God, peace, humans and other creatures. 

God (Waaqaa) is the owner and the giver of peace as part of His gifts/blessings to humans and 

non-human creatures. Waaqaa mainly communicates with the Guji through the Qalluu of Guji 

(Spiritual Leader) who is believed to be sent to the Guji to represent Waaqaa on earth and ensures 

that all God’s laws are implemented accurately, and wrong doings are corrected by applying the 

right rituals as prescribed by Waaqaa and communicated to the Qaalluu. The Qaalluu also ensures 

that the Abbaa Gadaa and every member of the Guji society understand and apply all God’s laws. 
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Nonconformity to God’s laws brings sin (cubbuu), curse (abaarsa) and punishment (murti/adabbii) 

to wrong-doers and perhaps (depending on the nature of the liability) to the Guji society.   

  

Therefore, every Guji is responsible to conduct themselves in accordance with God’s laws and 

proactively challenge those who violate the sacred laws promptly. The Qaalluu educates the Abbaa 

Gadaas in God’s laws and their implementation and monitoring citizens’ attitudes, behaviours and 

actions. The Abbaa Gadas teaches the rest of the society and the Yaa’aa (assembly) of Gumii 

Bokkoo directly or through delegation. Jarsoo (m) stated that manmade laws have been passed, 

revised and proclaimed at this Assembly every eight years during Gada power transfer ceremony 

based on God’s laws. All the necessary steps of safeguarding the God’s and human laws are taken 

by citizens at all costs to ensure harmony and peace to prevail among people and communities to 

get blessed by God.    

  

The Guji believe that if there is peace, it is possible to engage in social, economic, political, cultural, 

environmental and religious/spiritual activities with no hindrance. Thus, the Guji employ 

diplomatic approaches and refrain themselves from getting involved in violent conflicts. Thu the 

Guji view themselves as peacekeepers. Respondents of this study cited many examples where the 

Guji were provoked by their neighbours while they refrained themselves from escalating the 

conflicts, minimising losses of lives and wealth. Tarrii (f) “Regardless of Guji’s efforts to build and 

maintain peace, conflicts of different levels and nature do emerge now and then in Gujiland and 

its environs. We are always the last ones to go to a war. Others may see our reluctance to resort to 

violent conflicts as a weakness or even fear. We have been a soft target for so many meditated 

surprise attacks”. She went on to say that “the Guji have been viewed wrongly as violent people, 

because they tolerate provocations for too long and once, they run out of patience the Guji fight 

ferociously inflicting severe damages on aggressors. External observers would not know the 

background to this fierce response, so they consider the Guji as bigoted warmongers. The reality 

is the opposite”.         

  

The respondents distinguished some causes of conflicts between the Guji and their neighbours, 

e.g. limited resources such as grazing land, access to water points and territorial claims. It was also 

reported that some neighbouring tribes were still engaged in the practice of middaa, murdering an 

adult male for trophy. Boneyya (m) described that the Guji let other ethnic groups to share their 

natural resources such as land, minerals, water etc for the sake of peaceful coexistence. He gave 

specific examples:   
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“The Guji welcomed refugees from all over Ethiopia and even Somalia, so many times. 

We have refugees or migrants from Shawa, Wollo, Harage, Gedeo, Sidama, Gurage and 

Ogaden. After a few years of living in Gujiland, most of them became richer and more 

dominant than the local people. If you go to Dawa, the number of Somali settlers can make 

you think that the area is Ogaden or Somalia. These Somali enjoyed peace among us even 

when the so-called Somali special forces were killing the Guji, the Borana and the Harar 

Oromo. The Oromo people are rationale not emotional or jingoist as some of our 

opponents attempt to portray us. Far from it”.  

Focus group discussions suggested that the Guji accommodated ethnic and religious differences 

which quite often became causes of conflicts. All different religious groups such as Waaqonfataa 

(the Oromo indigenous religion), various denominations of Christianity and Islam co-exist in 

Gujiland. The Kontomo areas chiefly Waaqonfataa and Christian, while Daarimuu localities are 

likely Muslim. Shuree (f) claimed that these diversities among the Guji aid them to relate to nonGuji 

ethnic groups of any backgrounds easily and co-exist peacefully.    

Most of the respondents of this study were alarmed by the growing tendency that the Ethiopian 

government and opposition parties have increasingly becoming negative factors in most parts of 

the country such as Oromia in general and the Gujiland and its surrounding areas in particular. 

The respondents claimed that the government lacked legitimacy and held onto power by instigating 

conflicts between different ethnic groups and political parties to divert the electorates’ attention 

away from its own corrupt, illegitimate, illegal, immoral, inhumane and undemocratic policies and 

practices.  They claimed that the government gave some parts of Gujiland to neighbouring groups 

such as Borana, Gedeo, Somali and Sidama and vice versa. This deliberate gerrymandering 

encouraged territorial claims and violent clashes among communities. Then the government 

appointed itself as a peacemaker of the conflict they induced in the first place. They alleged that 

the wars among the Guji, Borana, Gedeo, Sidama, Somalis, Garrii, Garbaa and other ethnic groups 

were incited and funded by the government themselves.    

The respondents also questioned why some opposition parties such as The Oromo Liberation 

Front (OLF) and the Oromo Federalist Congress (OFC) could not work peacefully with the 

government. Hasan (m) criticised the parties and the government by saying:   

“All these politicians claim to be angels, democratic and civilised. However, their lack of 

genuine commitment to working with each other peacefully as a government and 

opposition parties, has brought untold misery to the Guji, Borana, Wollaga and other parts 

of Oromia. They blame each other. We are confused by their complicated propaganda 

wars and accusations. We cannot differentiate who is telling the truth. We just suffer the 
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consequences of their wars. While I am weeping for horns, they cut my ears, said a donkey 

[a Guji proverb]. I hope that one day, the truth will be revealed and justice will be served. 

Truth can be distorted for the time being, but it will revive for sure. The Guji die an 

honourable death while defending truth, fairness, equality, justice, freedom and peace. We 

always remove potential and actual threats to peace and justice. With the help of God, we 

are always victorious at the end, i.e. both physical and moral triumph”.  

  

Obviously, when there is no peace within Guji or with their neighbours, enjoying a normal life 

becomes difficult. A lack of peace can become a barrier to affluence, social, cultural and religious 

activities. Suffering deaths and sustaining destruction are the likely outcomes of conflicts. 

Generally, the Guji endeavour to avoid such scenarios as much as it is humanly possible.    

     

As soon as conflicts arise, the Guji prioritise peaceful methods of conflict resolution and 

transformation such as engaging in jaarsummaa, negotiation, marii, consultation araaraa/mucucoo, 

apologies and reconciliation. Mucucoo, apologies often are offered to an individual or a group they 

wronged for relatively minor offenses. The offenders reflect on their acts and decide to apologise 

due to their own conscience or fear of Waaqaa who can inflict harm because of their misconduct. 

People also act due to their fear of losing reputation. Families, friends or clan members can 

persuade or pressurise their members to apologise. They give sabbata, composition. An apology 

could involve a ceremony called ciicoo baatuu, carrying a milk full of vessel termed ciicoo to be offered 

to the victim/offended. This is a symbolic act of compensation for the trespass. Following an offer 

of apologies, the offended parties are like to forgive and forget the incident. The conflict gets 

resolved and transformed into harmony and friendship ensuring that it will never occur again.    

   

More serious conflicts are investigated and adjudicated by families, clans or the Gumi Bokkoo 

assembly or Ya’aa. The more serious the conflict is, the higher level its resolution and 

transformation goes. The conflict resolution and transformation agents at every level: individual, 

family, clan and Gumi Bokko Assembly are strictly encouraged to contain any conflict in their 

scope not to escalate beyond them. Therefore, they work hard to ensure that they promote peace 

and resolve/transform conflicts as soon as they emerge successfully. In this regard, the Guji see a 

strong family bond and well-trained citizens as reliable foundations for peace and justice for 

themselves, the Guji and humanity in general.   
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The Guji Judiciary Structure; source: Udessa & Gololcha (2011:177).  

  

Proverbs such as Worri mari’iin bule jibicha baasee yokiin gurguree, worri marii dhabe, raada baasee yokiin 

gurguree teach about the importance of communication, trust to avoid misunderstanding and 

conflicts. The family who consults with each other sell or slaughter a bull (less useful), whereas the 

family who do not consult with one another sell or slaughter a heifer. Keeping a heifer is supposed 

to be a skilful decision to breed one’s livestock.     

  

Concerning responsibilities of peacebuilding and conflicts transformation at every social level, the 

proverb goes, Worra gowwaa dubbiin fira geetti, fira gowwaa dubbiin Yaa’a geetti. The case of a foolish 

family goes to the fira (clan), the case of a foolish fira goes to the Ya’aa, the general assembly. This 

approach enables the society to promote peace and reduce, overcome or contain conflicts 

rationally and systematically.  

  

Selected Guji principles and Orature on peacebuilding and conflict 

resolution/transformation     

  

The proceeding sections focus on illustrating how proverbs and folksongs are employed promote 

the principles of peacebuilding and conflict resolution/transformation are taught the Guji public. 

A synopsis of six principles with examples Orature are presented below. The order in which the 

principles are presented does not suggest significance of one principle over the other.    

  

Principle 1 – Embed the concept of peace into the culture and citizens’ psychic.   

  

A Guji proverb goes, “Nageenni gaafa gumma, hantuun gaafa tokkocha”. Peace prevails all the time; a 

conflict can occur any one day. Therefore, everyone should safeguard peace all the time as nobody 

can predict when peace can be violated. There is a word nageyaa – peace in all phrases related to 
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greetings, welcoming, goodbyes, news, persons’ and places’ names. Recitations of prayers and 

blessings are full of the term nageya, peace or its variants.   

  

Greetings – Nageya bulte (good morning), nageya ooltee (good afternoon/evening),  

Welcome – Baga nageyaan dhutte, biyyi/worri/latti dhaxxe nageyaa? Nageya galtee? Goodbyes 

– nageyatti bulaa (good night), nageyatti oolaa (have a good day) nageyatti  (farewell) and 

karaa nageyaa deem (safe journey).   

News – Oduu/gurra nageya biyyaa maan kennita? Biyyi nageyaa? Karaan dhutte nageyaa? What is the 

news?  

Names – Nageessaa, Nageessoo, Nagao (persons’ names), Nageellee (place name),   

Prayers and blessing – Qabadhu (have), nageya qabadhu (have peace) etc. The following quote of 

blessings from the former Guji Abbaa Gada, Agaa Xenxanoo indicates this focus on the term and 

the concept of peace.     

Bara bara nageyaa godhi  Make the era, an era of peace  

Ilma ilma nageyaa godhi  Make the son, a son of peace  

Kolbaa kolbaa nageyaa godhi  Make the people, the people of peace  

Bara misaa nuu godhi  Make the year, a year of affluence   

Roobarraa nu hanburtee, caamarraa nu hanbur  You saved us from rain, save us from drought  

Nu nageessi, bara nageessi, barii nageessi  Give us peace, make the era peaceful, make the 

morning peaceful    

lma nageessi, intala nageessi  Make sons peaceful, make daughters peaceful      

Dhukuba dhufuu oolich  Block future diseases  

Dhukkubba dhufe dhaanf  Eradicate current diseases  

Nu nageessi!  Give us peace.  

  

Also, see Udessa & Gololcha (2011:292) and Debelo and Jirata (2018:218-220).   

  

Principle 2 – All citizens (young and old) should be taught and reminded about the importance of peace.   

  

Education on peace starts with babies and children by using lullabies and songs. A Guji proverb 

goes, “Guddisa baddu, guddattu baddii”. If the upbring of children is handled badly, they behave 

dreadfully when they reach adulthood. Thus, the importance of early education is emphasised.   

Children are taught what is danboobaa right, good and peaceful so that they do not get involved in 

what is farraa/cubbuu wrong, bad/sinful and violent. Thus, it is parents’ and the whole 

community/society’s responsibilities to ensure well-mannered, Waaqaa fearing, courteous, 

accommodating and responsible citizens are produced. The peace education starts so early with 

babies through lullabies like these ones.    

Ijoolliyyoo ijo’ollee X2  Dear children, dear children X2  
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Ijoollittiin si de’ettee  The young gave birth to you  

Deettee kolloo si ke’ettee  She put you away in a bed  

Ha xuuxxoo guutu ha’adhaa  Mum fills the feeding bottle  

Ha bulchee oolchu Wa’aqa  God looks after everyone  

Ijoolliyyoo ijo’ollee  Dear children, dear children  

Afaan balbalaa te’ettii  They sit near the doorway   

Yo guddisi bade’eetii  If the upbring is lousy   

Jibbaa jaala hin be’ettuu  They do not distinguish hate from love   

Afaan babbanaa de’entii  They become foulmouthed   

Ijo’ollee, ijjo’ollee.  Dear children, dear children  

  

Children are taught about peace, peaceful co-existence and courage to uphold truth and defend 

justice. The Guji use peaceful games with animals such as stinging ants called Gandulleessaa to teach 

children about these concepts. Gandulleessaa often travel in a straight line to collect their food such 

as termites. If their journey is interfered with, they start stinging and running around to find the 

source of the trouble and launch fierce attacks. They stop going forward until the provocation is 

halted and peace is restored. Guji children were trained to be brave and nimble to put their fingers 

directly in front of a Gandulleessaa line and sing:  

  

Gaandulloo woliin duullee gala ana hin nyaatin!   Dear ant, we shall campaign together, please do 

not sting me.   

[It is repeated many time].  

     

Gaandulleessaa never attack without incitement. It is an excellent lesson on a peaceful coexistence.   

  

  

Principle 3 – Remove all potential hazards that can cause conflicts.   

The respondents pointed out several measures that Guji undertake to avoid any potential conflicts. 

A lack of communication or misunderstanding can lead to conflicts. The Guji communicate with 

each other and their neighbours. Oda (m) said, “For example if a Guji family want to settle in a 

new place, they visit the area prior to the move to discuss their plan with the people who live in 

the vicinity. This must be done regardless of whether the new neighbours are Guji or non-Guji to 

overcome possible tensions and conflicts”. Lalii (f) added, “Once they settled in the new area, they 
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meet with their neighbours now and then to check if there are emerging difficulties that must be 

addressed before they build up and lead to conflicts”.   

  

The Guji seek to create an atmosphere of trust that encourages collaboration than an unproductive 

competition. A good neighbourhood is fostered. The Guji tale goes that God said that “I made a 

grave mistake by not allowing a person’s family and assets to be inherited when he dies by their 

neighbour instead of a brother”. This is to emphasise the importance and closeness of neighbours. 

A peaceful and caring neighbourhood is a basis for a conducive environment to live in. To create 

such a peaceful environment everyone should be treated fairly, and each community member 

should care for others. Samarroo (m) said, “You cannot sleep in a road and pray to God so that 

He gives you a peaceful night. A road is there to be utilised by many users. If you are blocking it, 

you cannot sleep peacefully, can you?”  

Boruu (m) argued that the Guji would object to a view expressed in some Amharic proverbs such 

as, “Indayamah xirawu; indaybela gifawu” - To avoid complaints, invite him; to hinder him from 

enjoying the party, push him. Insincerity and treachery are perceived sources of conflicts that need 

avoiding.      

  

Principle 4 – Resolve conflicts peacefully based on equity, realism and justice for everyone.   

  

The Guji hold a firm view that for conflicts to be resolved and transformed, the process must be 

equitable and just. Otherwise, a contending party that feels that the process was unequitable and 

or unjust, is likely to resent and resort to a further conflict. Once facts are established and justice 

is served, reconciliation will be a natural product to follow. There are many Guji proverbs that 

underpin this principle.   

   Proverb 1 – Yaraan hin araaramuu, jannatti araarama male. A coward does not reconcile, but a brave 

person does. Forgiving and forgetting any wrongdoing requires courage from all those who are in 

a dispute.   

Proverb 2 – Yaa’aa dhufee, galaanaa dhufee, kant dura gora. Ka afaan beeku. If Yaa’aa [the most respected 

Guji General Assembly] and an overflowed river came headed to head, who should give the away 

[compromise]? Answer: the intelligent, rational or the mature one. A river would not be expected 

to change its course.  

In jaarsummaa, mediation and araaraa, reconciliation everyone is equal, even in-laws and 

grandparents who normally get special treatments.    

Proverb 4 – Soddoomaa golatanii, dhugaa dubbatan. You fulfil your obligations to your in-laws but tell 

the truth.  
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Layyee – (a drinking house song) – presents a story about an unreasonably jealous grandmother 

who wasted her time and did not get any sympathy from her grandchild.  

Anaa Waadaraa galu, Ho  While I was returning from Waadaraa [town], Ho  

Jigeessa irrateetti akkoon tiyyaa, Ho  My grandma was sitting on a fallen tree, Ho  

Hinaaffaa baddaa teettaa, Ho  You are sitting in a forest due to jealousy, Ho  

Binneessi si nyaatuu jajjoo tiyyaa, Ho  I do not care if a beast eats you up, Ho  

Oollee ooltanii ‘joollee? Ho  We had a good day, what about you guys?  Ho  

  

  

Principle 5 – Do not use excessive force even against non-humans and the natural environment.   

  

Pastor Tesfaye (m) explained that the Guji are peace loving, tolerant, accommodating and 
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Gurgurtee dhunfattee sa'a keenaa  They have sold all our cattle  

Attamiin ossinee bira teenna?  How can tolerate and sit idle?  

Hin lollaa, hin lollaa diina keennaa  We must fight, fight our enemy  

Olka’aa, olka'aa nama keennaa!  Rise! Rise! Our people  

Haa lolluu, ha lolluu diina keennaa  Let us fight, fight our enemy  

Hin tolle, hin tollee nami biyya ifiitiifi hin 

lollee  

People who do not fight for their country are not right   

Silaafuu duut hin ooltuu  Death is inevitable   

Dhaggannee qawwee dur boonnuu  We have obtained the guns we had wept for   

Diqa’aa gudda’aa ha gurmoonnuu  Let us all get organised  

Itti duullee Amaara ifirraa oonnuu  Let us drive out the Amhara   

Tetennee baruu asii hin boonnuu  We cannot just sit and keep crying  

Haa lolluu, haa lolluu, diina keenna!  Let us fight, let us fight our enemy!  

  

Extolling the Torraa leaders, fighters and supporters for their virtues was one of mobilisation 

strategies. The following lyrics depict the innovative and courageous qualities of Haji Mohammed 

Quxa Danbi, as the supreme leader and a role model of the Guji and colonised nations.   

   

   

  

Haajisoon makina burraassaa  Dear Haajii drives fast  

Baandiraan ka Gujii Gurraachaa   The flag belongs to the black Guji  

dhageettee?  Have you heard that?  

Haajisoon aka bofaa loowaa  Dear Haji slithers like a viper   

Deebite kufarticha Doolaa?  Have you returned the non-believer of Doolaa?  

Hin baatuu! …  You will never escape.  

    

Miidhadduu qadhaa Nogi’ii  Midhadduu the skinny son of Nogii   

Molaalee godduu lafa deentuu  The empty moving trousers   

Kannooleen takkaalle isa hin geettuu  None of the commanders matches his gallantry    

Yo lolaa!  During a battle!  

  

The following lyrics underline the significant contributions that the Darimu part of Gujiland made 

to the Torra movement gallantly.    
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Kontomuu sangaa buude’ee  Kontomaa, the owners of massive, long horned oxen  

Daarimuu hidha cuuphe’ee  Darimu, armed with knives around their waists   

Sumaalee dhaqee fokkoree  Went to and chanted valiantly in Somalia   

Xulaa Duube’ee  Xulaa Duubee  

  

The Torraa took pride in their ammunitions and mocked the enemy and their characters and 

possession.   

Kilaashon ka soddomaa nyaatuu  Kalashnikov takes 30 [bullets]  

Biibishoon ka torbaataa nyaatuu  “Bibbish” takes 70 [bullets]  

Tokkossa aka jarri naatuu  Fire in a style that terrorises them [the enemy]  

Kisoolee!  Comrades!  

Kilaashiin keet boora godeessaa  Your Kalashnikov is gracefully bendy  

Ka dheete gale maan odeessaa?  What do deserters tell?  

Worratti  Their family  

Kibbaadiin dhuufuu wodalaatii  A heavy mortar [the enemy’s ammunition] is a jack’s fart  

[i.e., only produces a sound and harmless]  

Ani badee jedhe woradaanii  I am finished cried a district governor   

Yo lolaa!  In a battle!  

  

The Torraa claimed that their struggle was not just for the Guji and the Oromo people, but also 

for all the colonised, oppressed and exploited people in the Ethiopian empire. The Guji Toorraa 

collaborated with the Bale and Harar Oromos as well as other ethnic groups such as the Sidama.  

The following poem refers to this ambition of struggle for pan oppressed people.  

   

Mangistuu harree  Mengistu the donkey  

Barri ke darree  Your era has passed  

Haqa keenna nuu kenni jennaan diddee  You rejected our question for justice   

Barattoota maan yakkanii fixxee?  For what crime did you massacre students?  

Amma Ruushii fi Kuubaa bittee fiddee.  Now you have bought and brought the Russians 

and the Cubans   

Ka haqaa du’ee worra jaannataa  The martyrs for justice belong to Heaven   
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Hurriyyaa ifii san barbaadataa  They sought their freedom  

Dhaggatee cinaa keessa dhaabataa.  They have got it and stand in there 

[freedom/Heaven].  

  

At the height of the Torraa war Guji fighters liberated most of the countryside in Gujiland and a 

significant area in Sidama. They built new towns in their liberated territories, e.g., Saba Boru and 

Darme. Regardless of their victories, the Guji lost countless lives and assets in the war.  

  

Several respondents in this study claimed that Guji’s history of sacrifice to safeguard peace, 

freedom and justice was unrecognised, misinterpreted and misunderstood by various people 

including other Oromo nationalities. They thought the sacrifice that the Guji made to advance the 

Oromo cause was unknown. Many Guji people were killed by the Ethiopian governments while 

resisting their repression. These martyrs’ contributions were unacknowledged or ignored.   

Sokora (m) stated:   

  

“The Guji are leaders of the struggle for Oromo freedom and justice. We have given our 

lives, wealth and reputation to support the struggle to see autonomy and equality restored. 

But no one seems to take notice of this. The Guji have their own Tadesse Biru. We have 

a Waqo Gutu. We have a Jara Aba Gada. The Guji also have got a Mamo Mezemer.  We 

produced a Haile Mariam Gamada and many more. Unfortunately, our heroes and 

heroines are nameless, unknown, undervalued and unsung. This must change”.    

    

Similarly, Bareetto (m) complained that when Jaarra Abbaa Gadaa and Waaqoo Guutuu were 

leading the Hararge and Baalee respectively, Haji Mohammad Quxa Danbi was doing the same job 

among the Guji. Jaarraa and Waaqoo are known and praised by the whole of Oromia. Yet, Haaji 

Mohammad has remained unknown. He asked “Why?” with a tone of regret.     

  

Several respondents of this research and other studies such as Bariso, Esayas and Biru 

(forthcoming) and Debelo and Jirata (2018) complained that the Guji indigenous wisdom, history 

and practices have been devalued, corrupted or ignored by actors such as the government and 

foreign religions (Christianity and Islam). Odaa (m) claimed that these actors destroy the Oromo 

peaceful culture, history, knowledge and pride. For example, Boru (2016) found that regardless of 

its widespread uses and effectiveness in conflict resolution, justice administration and 

peacebuilding, the Guji Gondooroo institution was disregarded. Likewise, Debelo and Jirata 

(2018:226) observe:  
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“[…] the Guji conceptions of peace and peace-building practices have faced locally 

generated and externally imposed challenges since the late nineteenth century, in particular 

following the conquest and incorporation of Guji land into the Ethiopian empire. 

Stateimposed restrictions and the denigration of Guji culture in general had significant 

repercussions on the Guji’s indigenous practices of peace, although the people have 

preserved their knowledge and skills”.  

     

Summary and suggestions for stakeholders  

This paper has analysed the Guji Oromo concepts of peacebuilding and conflict 

resolution/transformation. The centrality of peace to the Oromo (Aliye 2019) has be demonstrated 

by scrutinising their perceptions and practices related to these concepts. Six salient principles 

pertinent to peacebuilding and conflict resolution/transformation have been analysed together 

with various folksongs and proverbs to illustrate the essence and significance of these values in 

Gujiland/Oromia. From the data, it is evident that the Guji/Oromo value peace, respect God and 

His representatives such as Qaalluu and Gadaa leaders and refrain themselves from engaging in 

violent conflicts. Instigating violence/destruction against humans and non-human creatures and 

rejecting peaceful methods of peacebuilding and conflict resolution/transformation are perceived 

to be breaking God’s laws and committing sin. Such crimes are punishable by God through 

misfortunes such as drought, plagues and infertility. Qalluu as the main link between the Guji and 

God, together with Gada leaders teach about peacebuilding, peaceful conflict 

resolution/transformation through training, advice and guidance. Jaarsumaa 

(mediation/negotiation/consultations), mucucoo (apologies) and araaraa (reconciliation) are 

prioritised. Folksongs and proverbs are employed to promote these concepts and insights.      

The following dialogue between sin and a human being clarifies this deep and genuine belief in a 

need for peacebuilding, truthfulness and justice that deter the Guji from committing crimes/sin/ 

or instigating conflicts.   

Human: Hello! sin (cubbuu).  

Sin: Hello!  

Human: “Where are you going?”  

Sin: “To the person whom I have been sent to”.  

Human: “What if you will not find the person you have been sent to?” Sin: 

“I will return to the person who have sent me”.    
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The essence of the dialogue is similar to Galatians 6:7: “Do not be deceived: God cannot be 

mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that 

nature will reap destruction; the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal 

life.”  

Nonetheless, this is not to claim that the Oromo/Guji are always angels who never engage in 

violent conflicts. They do! When peaceful methods of peacebuilding and conflict 

resolution/transformation collapse, they resort to a fierce action of self-defence. That is why they 

have fought with all Ethiopian governments so far since it conquered their territory in 1880s by 

military force, divided and rule strategies and foreign assistance. The resentment from that 

Abyssinian conquest has been a root cause of most conflicts in Oromia and other annexed 

territories (Mohammed (m)). Roodduu (f) said, “Guji mothers do not love anyone cowardice, 

including their own children”. References were made to conflicts such as the Battle of Maggarree, 

the Guji’s beginning of an organised resistance. The Guji Torraa war of 1970s/80s was discussed 

as an example of a testing military and political challenge to the Ethiopian empire. Violent conflicts 

in Guji, Wallaga, Borana, Tigray and Benishangul are mounting, by costing lives and destroying 

assets. These conflicts must be resolved/transformed through negotiated settlements to restore 

lasting peace.  

The peace and conflict resolution/transformation principles, the folksongs and proverbs analysed 

above firmly denote the Oromo’s perseverance in ensuring peaceful coexistence, peacebuilding, 

tolerance, equality, freedom, regard for others – humans and non-humans alike and respect for 

God and His laws. Underpinned by a need for respecting God’s laws, truth, justice and Gada’s 

rules, clearly, the Oromo prefer peacebuilding or conflict prevention than cure. In the Oromo 

culture of peace (Aliye 2019), unnecessary, disproportionate or unjustified use of force is sinful 

and deplored.  

Based on the respondents’ experiences and literature consulted, there is a need to research, 

reestablish and promote Oromo indigenous knowledge, history and approaches to peacebuilding 

and peaceful conflict resolution/transformation. As the Guji say, “Dubbiin dubbii fuutee, qophiin 

diddiga fuutee”. Metaphorically translated, it means, “The more discussions/research studies are 

conducted, the more discoveries are made”. Research findings have to be documented and 

disseminated through education and training. Bule Hora University’s establishment of the Institute 

of Gada and Cultural Studies is a step in the right direction. The recent inclusion of Gada studies 

into the primary school’s curriculum is a positive measure that has to be encouraged and promoted 

widely. Politician, policymakers and educators have roles in applying the virtues of Gada’s concepts 

of peace that are founded on values/principles of truth to resolve/transform conflicts and build 
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peace. Christian and Muslim leaders also need to examine how their religion can relate to the 

citizens’ in their relatively newer territories such as Gujiland. Disregard for indigenous knowledge, 

belief systems and institutions could have unintended repercussions, concerning the vital roles 

religions can play.  
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